Many results about statistical convergence in a general setting can be derived by consideration of the convergence free space of null sequences and its related cofilter and filter. We derive algebraic and order properties, preservation under uniform convergence, Cauchy properties, and properties of cluster points. We also show that for certain types of statistical convergence stronger convergence properties also hold. Finally we discuss the relationship between generalized statistical convergence and subsets of the Stone᎐Cech compactification of the integers.
INTRODUCTION

Ž .
Ž A sequence x is said to converge statistically to a number real or n .
< < complex a if for each ) 0 the set of all indices n such that x y a G n has number theoretic density 0 meaning that Statistical convergence thus replaces finite sets of indices in the definition of convergence with sets of number theoretic density zero. Other authors have constructed alternative theories of statistical convergence by replacing the sets of number theoretic density zero with other sets such as w x sets that are null with respect to a lacunary sequence 9 . A theory of generalized statistical convergence usually determines a space S regarded to be of null sequences. Null does not mean sequences that converge to zero, but those that are negligible. For example, with ordinary convergence the null sequences comprise the space of finitely nonzero sequences. With the original definition of statistical convergence the null space was Ž . the set D of all sequences s s s that have support of number theoretic 0 n Ž density 0. The space S of null sequences is a con¨ergence free space Kothë w x . and Toeplitz ''konvergenzfrei'' 10 . This means that if x g S and the sequence y s 0 whenever x s 0 then y g S. i i
Someone defining a new type of statistical convergence usually wants that convergence to have certain desirable properties: the algebraic prop-Ž erties the sum, product, or quotient of the limit is the limit of the sum, . product, or quotient , order properties, symmetry under some subgroup of Ž permutations complete symmetry being possible only for usual conver-. gence , Cauchy completeness and invariance under right and left shift. Beginning with any convergence free space one can arrive at a statistical convergence theory that exhibits such properties. Moreover, generalized statistical convergence is related to other frequently studied concepts, such as ideals in l ϱ , filter convergence, and the Stone᎐Cech compactification Ž . ␤ ‫ގ‬ of the set ‫ގ‬ of natural numbers.
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is an exposition of basic concepts such as convergence free spaces and how they lead to cofilters and filters based upon a countably infinite set. We briefly discuss convergence via a filter based on a countable set. In Section 3 we observe that any kind of statistical convergence is equivalent to convergence via a filter so that it will inherit all of the desired algebraic and order properties enjoyed by ordinary limits of sequences. We also show that generalized statistical convergence is preserved by uniform limits and has the Cauchy property. Finally we consider cluster points with respect to generalized statistical convergence and show among other things that every bounded sequence will have a cluster point with respect to any kind of statistical convergence. Section 4 discusses the consequences that occur when the cofilter of sets that define a statistical convergence arises from a certain kind of counting process. These cofilters include that associated with ordinary statistical convergence. Statistical convergence with respect to Ž . such cofilters is determined by a convergence in the usual sense of a subsequence supported by a set in the associated filter. The structure of the space of sequences to which such a statistical convergence applies has a particularly simple form. Finally in Section 5 we consider questions involving maximality related to generalized statistical convergence, and, for example, we characterize the generalized statistical convergence in terms of subsets of the Stone᎐Cech compactification of the integers.
With the exception of Section 4 all of the results in this paper apply to statistical convergence defined for any countable set of indices. We have referred to the set ‫ގ‬ of natural numbers primarily for convenience and since it is the most popular source for definitions of convergence.
BASIC IDEAS
Let D denote a countable set of indices. Usually we shall take D to be Ä 4 the set ‫ގ‬ s 1, 2, . . . of natural numbers, but at times it is more con-< < venient to use a different structure on D. For S ; D let S denote the number of members of S if S is finite and ϱ otherwise.
Con¨ergence Free Spaces, Filters, and Cofilters
w x
Kothe and Toeplitz 10 defined a space of sequence S to be con¨ergencë free if whenever x g S and y is a sequence such that y s 0 whenever The relationship between cofilters and convergence free spaces has been known for a long time. In this paper we shall concentrate on cofilters and filters consisting of subsets of a countable set. Throughout this paper we shall assume that every cofilter that we refer to contains all finite sets and every filter we refer to contains all complements of finite sets. 
is a finitely additi¨e measure on ⌳ j ⌽.
Filter Con¨ergence
Suppose D is a countable set and ⌽ is a filter of subsets of D that contains all complements of finite sets. If ϱ denotes a point that is not in we say that x con¨erges to a¨ia the filter ⌽ and we write
It is well known that convergence via a filter preserves the properties of sequence convergence such as the algebraic properties and order properties.
Ž . PROPOSITION 5. Suppose ⌽ is a filter and, for each n, x s x is a n n k w x sequence for which lim x s a . If there is a set A g ⌽ such that x A is ⌽ nk n n uniformly Cauchy; i.e., for each ) 0 there exists N such that 
GENERALIZED STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE
Beginning with a convergence free space or a cofilter ⌳ one can define a generalized statistical convergence that is the same as convergence via the associated filter. It follows that generalized statistical convergence modulo any cofilter preserves all of the algebraic and order properties of sequences.
From Proposition 5 we obtain the fact that the uniform limit of sequences convergent modulo a cofilter also converges modulo the cofilter.
Ž . w x Ž .w x For a sequence x s x and A ; D we denote by x A or x A the That a is a cluster point with respect to a cofilter ⌳ means that the members of the sequence close to a are never negligible. The concept may be defined as follows.
DEFINITION 11. For a cofilter ⌳ we say that the number a is a ⌳ cluster Ž . Ä < < 4 point of the sequence x if for each ) 0 the set d : x y a -f ⌳. for some filter ⌽ that refines ⌽.
because ⌳ is closed under subsets. From this it follows that A l F / л. Let ⌽ be the collection of all sets that contain a set of the form 1 A l F as F ranges over ⌽. Since A l F is never empty it follows that ⌽ does not contain the empty set. Moreover, ⌽ is closed under intersec-
and F l F g ⌽ because ⌽ is a filter. Consequently, ⌽ is a filter that
Now suppose lim x s a for some filter ⌽ that refines ⌽. For each Ž .
x has a ⌳ cluster point. Ž . interval a y , a q has a nonempty intersection with each C . Hence
It is easy to modify the proof of the above theorem and receive a Ž . sharper result. Suppose the sequence x is not necessarily bounded but 
Examples of Generalized Statistical Con¨ergences
Here we shall describe some examples of cofilters on a countable set. The convergence free space and generalized sectional convergence determined by the cofilter will be evident. We shall present the examples in the most general form that we can. The collection ⌳ of all subsets S of D such that
n n n is a cofilter that contains all finite sets and does not contain D.
The following is an interesting type of sectionally bounded cofilter that cannot be realized as a sectionally null cofilter. 
n . Continue this process by induction to obtain an increasing sequence We state without proof a criterion for the neighborhood basis at ϱ to be non-first-countable. B is a -null n n s1 n set and B^A is finite for each n. If ⌳ is the cofilter determined by a n n measure having the APO then the statistical convergence associated with w x ⌳ is stronger than implied by the formal definition. See, for example, 3 . The following definition stated in terms of filters rather than measures is equivalent to APO if you use the 0᎐1 measure described in Proposition 3. DEFINITION 21. Suppose ⌳ is a cofilter of subsets of a countable set D and ⌽ is the filter that consists of complements of members of ⌳. We Ž . shall say that the cofilter ⌳ or the cofilter ⌽ is homogeneous if whenever Ä 4 A is a sequence of sets in ⌳ whose union is in ⌽ we can find a n sequence of finite sets B ; A such that D B is in ⌽.
n n n n Ž . Ž . THEOREM 22. Suppose S ia a sequence of disjoint -C subsets of ‫ގ‬ n n Ž . whose union is ‫.ގ‬ Then there is a -C set S such that, for each n, S l S n n has finite complement in S .
S is a -C set for each k it follows that k n s1 n n Ž . we can find an increasing sequence M of integers such that
DEFINITION 23. Hereafter we shall refer to a cofilter consisting of Ž .
-C sets as a cofilter of C sets. 4 « 1. By our permanent assumption ⌳ contains all finite sets so Ä < < 4 that the set A s n : a y x G being the union of A and a finite set is n in ⌳.
For each n let S s n : a q x G . Then each S is a C n n n n set so by Theorem 22 there is a C set such that S l S has a finite n 1 complement in S for each n. If -then A ; S so that S l A has a n n n finite complement in A .
. . is also in ⌽, and x y a -
Let F be the complement of A. For each ) 0 n : n f A 4 Ä 4 and lim x s a is finite. Therefore, n : n g F and lim x s a is also
It is evident that 5 is equivalent to 4.
Structure of Con¨ergence Field
Ž .
For ⌳ a cofilter denote by S the space of all sequences x for which 
MAXIMALITY
Convergence free spaces, filters, cofilters, are all of finite character, and thus there are maximal members in any collection of such objects. For example, we can obtain a maximal convergence free space that does not Ž . contain e, the sequence 1, 1, . . . , by taking the union of a maximal chain of convergence free spaces that do not contain e.
The union of a maximal chain of filters is called an ultrafilter. An ultrafilter ⌽ has the property that, for every subset A of N, either A g ⌽ or the complement of A, namely A ; , is in ⌽. If ⌽ is an ultrafilter then Ž . lim x exists for every bounded sequence x for if a is any point in the
the complement of a set in ⌽ so it must be in ⌽. The functional defined ϱ ŽŽ .. on l by f x s lim x is linear, multiplicative, and hence bounded. 
